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About This Game

Now you have a chance to operate your own company....of suicide!

This world is doomed. People don't have enough resource to live. As a genius bus 5d3b920ae0

Title: Jump To Die!!
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
WnMStudio
Publisher:
WnMStudio
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz

Memory: 2
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***Trigger warning: suicide, zombies*** In case you like old school games with 8bit/16bit design and like black humour: try
this business simulation. with zombies. Build up a firm that sells deathly jumps from the top of your company building to
suicidal customers. Research and build facilities to improve the dark mood and death wish of your clients, run ads and defend
against the arriving waves of the undead before they kill your paying customers for free. The game supports Chinese and
English language settings. It's originally written in Chinese. The English translation might be called "Engrish"-like. Which is not
really a drawback - I'd say the translation is not too bad and understandable enough, maybe even adding a bit of extra fun..
***Trigger warning: suicide, zombies*** In case you like old school games with 8bit/16bit design and like black humour: try
this business simulation. with zombies. Build up a firm that sells deathly jumps from the top of your company building to
suicidal customers. Research and build facilities to improve the dark mood and death wish of your clients, run ads and defend
against the arriving waves of the undead before they kill your paying customers for free. The game supports Chinese and
English language settings. It's originally written in Chinese. The English translation might be called "Engrish"-like. Which is not
really a drawback - I'd say the translation is not too bad and understandable enough, maybe even adding a bit of extra fun..
***Trigger warning: suicide, zombies*** In case you like old school games with 8bit/16bit design and like black humour: try
this business simulation. with zombies. Build up a firm that sells deathly jumps from the top of your company building to
suicidal customers. Research and build facilities to improve the dark mood and death wish of your clients, run ads and defend
against the arriving waves of the undead before they kill your paying customers for free. The game supports Chinese and
English language settings. It's originally written in Chinese. The English translation might be called "Engrish"-like. Which is not
really a drawback - I'd say the translation is not too bad and understandable enough, maybe even adding a bit of extra fun.
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